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The Sublime in Bloom 

 The wild beauty of the natural world has always had a peculiar effect on the human 

psyche. Think of the grandeur of mountains and how the tremendous expanse of rock seems to 

join the heavens in a way that defies comprehension and logic. Or consider the vast glittering 

ocean that stretches towards the horizon with no sense of bounds, making the viewer feel 

insignificantly small. Their beauty is at once awesome and terrifying, a phenomenon that artists 

have for centuries tried to replicate in what they call “the sublime.” In art, the notion of the 

sublime applies not only to natural wonders, but natural disasters like avalanches, and intangible 

concepts such as death. In short, the sublime is that which astounds the human faculty of reason 

in a way that inspires awe and terror. The work of Courtney Egan, a contemporary lens-based 

artist, has continued this exploration into the sublime in her series of botanical video art titled 

Cultivar. Drawing from the flora in New Orleans and her experience of Hurricane Katrina, Egan 

uses interactive video projections to depict surreal blooming flowers that play with perception, 

speak of loss, and exude a terrible beauty.   

Courtney Egan, artist, filmmaker and teacher, grew up among the wild swamplands in her 

small town of Pearlington, Mississippi on the Pearl River. There, she played dress up with Sigils 

(Spanish moss), befriended alligators, and became familiar with the cyclical structure of natural 

processes that would later inform her work. She first became interested in art as a career after 

taking a black and white photography course at Milsaps College, which she then pursued by 

receiving a M.F.A. from Maryland Institute College of Art in 1993. From there, she pursued 

projects in stop motion videography and collage, taking inspiration from the multimedia 

installations by Tony Oursler and Andy Goldsworthy’s site-specific nature collages. Her first 

series of work, entitled Chaos Hags, explores the female body and its Hollywood interpretation. 
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Fig. 1, Courtney Egan, Soft Spots (2008), Video 

Installation 

Using footage from classic Hollywood movies of female stars, Egan created collages of video 

clips that express extremes of excitement and terror, hygienic paranoia, and issues of puberty.  

This series played against the viewer’s expectations, generating shock by opposing gender norms 

and the stereotypes of normal female behavior. However, after Hurricane Katrina, Egan’s focus 

shifted as she found new inspiration in the radical transformation the flooding wreaked on her 

environment. Egan was especially awed by the plant life’s reaction to the destruction. After the 

storm, there was a surge in plant growth as the flora throughout the area bloomed out of season, 

an occurrence dubbed the “hurricane spring.”
1
 As one can imagine, this was a profoundly 

beautiful and unsettling experience. Thereafter, these surreal blooms became the leading 

characters in Egan’s work. 

 In Egan’s series of so-called “light sculptures” entitled Cultivar, the piece that best 

expresses the emotional turmoil and unsettling sense of 

vertigo that accompanies tragedy is her video installation 

entitled Soft Spots (2008). This stop motion video 

features a blooming Japanese Magnolia, a delicate flower 

with plump, vulnerable petals. As the flower sits 

blooming in space, its petals detach and gently drift 

down, only to be nearly hit with small stones that shoot 

by. Although their gentle drop has changed into a 

tumultuous flight, the petals still appear to arrive safely 

on the ground, a feat executed through a piece of visual deception done by projecting directly 

onto the floor. As Egan states, this piece represents the “continual near-misses [of] fleeting forces 

                                                           
1
 D. Eric Bookhardt, The Botanical Video Art of Courtney Egan, exh. cat. (Colorado State University: University Art 

Museum, 2014). 
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Fig. 1, Courtney Egan, Dreamcatcher (2013), Video 

Installation 

that can forever change lives.”
2
 In addition to being a commentary on the aftermath of the hurricane, this 

work is Egan’s response to the death of Helen Hill, a talented local filmmaker, and Egan’s friend. After 

the hurricane, Egan and other friends persuaded Hill to return to New Orleans and the community that 

was reforming there. After returning, however, Hill was tragically gunned down during a home invasion. 

Feeling shocked and somewhat responsible, Soft Spots is Egan’s reflection on the futility of predictions. 

In that way, Soft Spots illustrations the sublime nature of tragedy. That is, tragedy’s inherent horror, but 

also the newfound, often awestruck appreciation of the beauty and transience of life that tragedy fosters.  

 While Soft Spots describes Egan’s reaction to a sublime event, her piece Dreamcatcher (2013) is 

a sublime experience in and of itself. This interactive piece features the Night Blooming Cereus,
3
 a 

singularly beautiful flower that blooms only once a year 

during the witching hour of night, and in truth the ephemeral 

flower does seem eerily otherworldly. The monumental bud, 

magnified by the frameless projection that dominates and 

extends into the viewer’s space, hangs from its slight vine, 

motionless and closed. However, when the viewer moves 

around the projection, a motion sensor is triggered and the 

flower blooms, roused like a spectral being. This interactive experience is shocking, alluring, and 

grotesque, like peering into the opening maw of a great creature. By making the viewer the initiator of the 

movement, Egan has created a humorless irony. Although the viewer controls the bloom, seeming to give 

life to the flower by a wave of one’s arm, it is only an illusion of control. It is a projection, a false 

imitation of reality similar to the constructs we make for ourselves - the daydreams and plans for a future 

we cannot shape or predict. The act of experiencing nature through a technological medium is ironic as 

well. Egan suggests that “we get closer and simultaneously farther away from the natural world when we 

experience it through a technological lens. This new kind of sublime, in which human experience is 

                                                           
2
 Courtney Egan. " INSTALLATIONS 2003 - PRESENT." Courtney's Installations. N.p., n.d. Web. 20 Nov. 2014. 

<http://www.courtneyegan.net/installations.html>. 
3
 Bookhardt 
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Fig. 1, Courtney Egan, Sleepwalkers 

(2011), Video Installation 

mediated through a digital device, is enjoyable, illuminating, and disturbing.”
4 For Egan, this new 

means of communing with nature is both unsettling and inspiring.
5
 

The poster child piece of the series also features the Night Blooming Cereus, or rather a 

drove of them swirling and blooming together in a creeping dance. Sleepwalkers (2011) is 

stunning and hypnotic. The blooms unfold and retract in a discordant, yet balanced flux. Light 

punctuates select flowers as it glances off the multifarious blossoms. The piece is magnetic, 

drawing in the viewer and transporting them to a state 

of quite, enthralled contemplation. Beneath the beauty, 

though, are undercurrents of unease and danger. The 

unnatural sight of a multitude of floating, animated 

flowers that wax and wane is as disturbing as it is 

gorgeous. It brings to mind the work of Rachel Ruysch, 

whose compositions feature vases brimming with 

flowers of different seasons, which bloom together as 

would never happen in nature.
6
 In a form of visual trickery, Sleepwalkers toys with the viewer’s 

sense of time by speeding up natural processes, and indeed time is a concept that Egan often 

explores in her work. In a site-specific piece in New Orleans entitled Deep Water Dates (2007), 

Egan attached plaques onto a utility pole, marking the different flooding levels of storms from 

past years. For Egan, this piece made “concrete the repetitive history” of disasters, pointing out 

the short nature of human memory and the surprise that forgetfulness incurs.
7
 The cyclical 

                                                           
4
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5
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6
 Marilyn Stokstad, and Michael W. Cothren. Art: A Brief History. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson Education, 2011. 

Print. 
7
Courtney Egan. "Deep Water Dates." Deep Water Dates. N.p., n.d. Web. 20 Nov. 2014. 

<http://www.courtneyegan.net/Deep%20Water%20Dates.html>. 
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process of disasters is echoed in the circular composition and motion of Sleepwalkers and lends 

the piece a sense of apocalyptic anxiety. The flowers, whose transient beauty has long been a 

vanitas symbol representing the fleeting nature of life and the inevitability of change, 

complement this anxiety and transform it into a wistful, contemplative mood that pervades the 

entire Cultivar series. 

Courtney Egan’s work is insightful, metaphorical, and poignant. The commanding 

presence of her work demands the viewer’s immediate attention, while the subtle, but dynamic 

ideas behind her pieces hold the viewer’s gaze and mind. Although her art vibrates with dark 

thoughts of loss and tragedy, I would offer that Egan’s work is also startling optimistic. The 

character of the sublime requires two opposite and equal sides: the terror, and the awe. In Egan’s 

art, awe is apparent in the curiosity and fascination she directs towards nature. Her pieces exude 

pure, uninhibited wonder. They have an almost child-like perspective of one looking with intense 

focus and amazement at the curiosities adorning the world, tempered by an adult outlook. 

Despite the tragedy, the loss, and the gut-wrenching changes we face through life, this awe 

propels life on, inspiring curiosity, interest, insight, surprise, and hope in those who seek it out. 
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